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THE AIM OF STRATEGY IS CONCENTHb.TION OF PURPOSE 

THE AIM OF TACTICS IS THE CONCENTRATION OF FORCE 

Gentlemen: 

You have just been through a period under the Strategy Sec

tion in which the Estinate of the Situation has been thoroughly 

discussed . It would seem that further discussion is unnecessary. 

Yet today you are having the Estimate presented from a Tactical 

viewpoint . \Toy? Why doesn't the one estimate solve the problem.? 

As a matter of fact , the Tactical Estimate is an estimate 

within an estimate , it is an action estimate . Strategy considers 

the problem as a v1hole , makes a thorough survey of the various 

factors o,erating for and against the s uccessful accomplishment . 

of the 1'/Iission , reaches a. decision as to what is to be done , 

how it is to be done and for what purpose . It then assigns cer

tain tasks to certain forces and it is at this· point that the 

Tactical estimate becomes necessary , the plan of action when 

battle is imminent . 

It is true that in order to assign proper forces to accom

plish a task in the strategic estimate , a certain amount of con

sideration must be given to the tactical qualities and capabil

ities of the forces to be assigned. But tho plans for the em

ployment of these forces in battle against the as si gned enemy 

objective, so that all forces will work together at maximum 

efficiency to accom9lish the task assigned is the problem of 

the tactical or action estimate . 

In the Fleet we have the results of such estimates in the 

forms of standard Cruising , Approach and Deployment dispositions ; 

they are the present plans for our forces in normal engagement , 

with optional arrangements for other than normal composition of 

forces . T~cy are a solid foundation upon which to develop a 

ba ttlo plan . Hovrevcr, plans are al to:rcd from time to time as 
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nevr tactics of ty-_pes and weapons are developed and that is the 

reason for the tactical estimate at the Har College . The stu

dents sitting in this class will have a lot to do in the years 

to come with the development of types and tactics in the Fleet, 

will be obliged to consider the best way to employ the various 

elements of our rapidly changing fleet to the nnximw.J1 advantage . 

In approaching a Tactical Estimate ; we must never foreget 

that it cannot be divorced from the Strategic Estimate , that the 

Tactical Estimate is complementary to the Strategic Estimate . 

Just because one estiriates the ho\7 to do things tactically does 

not relieve one of the necessity of accomplishing one's Strategic 

Mission. 

In the Strategic Estir,B te , the 11:ission is that which is to 

be accomplished by a force for a certain purpose ; in- the Tactical 

Estimate , this Strategic !-.Iission must be thoroughly understood 

in order that the tactical decision \7ill support the Strategic 

Mission . 

In the Strategic Estimate , a decision is reached as to t he 

best way to acco~plish one ' s mission and in this decision certain 

tactical results are inevitably required . This is the basis of 

the tactical estimate , an estimate to determine the best way in 

which to achieve the tactical result or accomplishL1ent required 

by the Strategic Decision . 

The force has not changed its strategic mission , it has not 

changed its strategic decision ; it simply , for the purpose of 

the tactical estimate , uses for its mission the tactica l result 

required by the Str~tegic Decision and estimates tho situation , 

from a tact.i cal viewpoint , to deternine the best way to accomplish 

that result. Tho result of this tactical esti mate becomes the 

plan of tactical action and may 11011 be an annex to tho strategic 

estimate or operation order of the force being considered . 

In the Tactical Estimate ~ the decision again is based on 

sound and logical reasoning . First , a realization of one's 
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mission , that is , vrhat task has been assigned and what par t that 

task plays in the general plan ; second , v.That forces and circum

stances are operating to oppose the accomplishment of this task; 

third , vhat forces you have and what circumstances are in your 

favor and , fourth , your decision as to wm t you are going to do., 

where and how , and for rrhat iJUrpose . Strategical mat;ters have 

been more or less thorough.ly covered in the strategic estimate ; 

however , there are elements of strategy in the tactical estimate 

such as placing one's self between the enemy and his base before 

engaging , keeping one's own base in one's lee , forcing the enemy 

i nto restricted \'1ate1"' while keeping free water for one's self., 

etc . etc . But , general l y speaking , strategy has played its role 

in bringing about the forthcominf; action , tactics deals with the 

immediate facts of the situation as it is . 

As the situation chages , for , in battle, the situation is 

constantly changing , the tactical estimate must be constantly 

brought up to date4 This does not require· a fornal estimate each 

time there is a change , but a commander who has ma.de a thorough 

pre- battle estimate can better adjust himself to the changed 

situation and exploit enemy rreakncsses ~hilc at the same time re

inforcing one's om1 soft spots in the defense . 

A thorough pre- battle csti:rrnte must contain a complet0 

analysis of ovm and enemy forces , of their capabili tics, of the 

strength factors of tho enemy , the weakness factors , our om.1 

strength and weakness factors , wcathGr and geographical conditions , 

their advantages and disadvantages . Consideration must be gi vcn 

to the various ways in which the enemy may and the probable way, 

he will use the forces under his command , to take full advantage 

of his strength factors to overcome us while at the same time 

protecting his own weak points . 

From this background uc can intelligently ~rocood to inves

tigate what we can do with the forces at our dis9osal , to accom

plish the task assigned. How nill we break the back of th0 enemy 
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V./hat courses of action are rrorthy of consideration 

and , of these , -whi ch promises the most hope of success? 

Keeping constantly before us the fundamental principles of 

the Objective and Superiority at the Point of Contact , we evolve 

a plan of battle , a plan that em.Jloys every element of the forces 

under our command to the rraximum capacity and takes advantage 

of every favorable condition , to destroy enemy resistance . It 

is not sufficient to have superior forces available ; these forces 

must exercise such superiority . Furthermore , such superiority 

must be increased by intelligent employment . Various papers 

have been presented you, or wi l l be presented , which suggest 

methods of employr.1ent of types in action to increase their ef 

fectiveness . The Naval Battle suggests the nay a fleet as a whole 

can work together as a teal!l to accomplish the end of war , des 

truction of the enemy and his resistance . It is hoped that with 

these as a background , the me.mbers of this class will advance the 

development of effective tactics and team vrork in naval battle • . 

Having evolved a plan of battl e , the next step is the pro 

mulgating of this plan in a battle order . This order mus t con

vey to the forces involved , what is to be done , hocr , when and 

where it i s to be done , and for what purpose . The purpose , of 

course , is the ta.slc assigned . In addition to the plan , the 

assignment uf forces to the roles the~r are to play consti tut;es 

an important part of the order . 

It may seem a problem to pronulgate a battle order to a 

fleet in enough detail that subordinates can co - operate effec

tively , yet it has been done . I invite your attention to Nelson ' s 

Memorandum Before Trafalgar . This 1'.~emora:::idum ha s stood for a 

century as an ideal ,re- battle estimate . Incidentally, if this 

order was a good one , it should be able to be translated in-t;o 

the order form using in our nav-y- , if the ore.er form is a E2.._od 

form. On :page 42 of the blue pamphlet "A Study and Discussion 

of the Estimate of the Situation 11 , you will find Nelson 's 
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Memorandum. On page 44 of the same pamphlet you will find this 

memorandum translated into our standard order form . To me , the 

order form is more readily understood than the Hemorandum. Of 

course , we must remember that Nelson was constantly in conference 

with his Captains , in doctrine.ting them in his conception of the 

forthcoming battle . 

Having evolved the battle plan , the next step is to bring 

your forces to the scene of action ready for batt le • . This requires 

that they arrive at their battle stations in an orderly and prompt 

manner , with as little interference from the enemy as possible 

while at the sar.ie time interfer·ing with the enemy forces and dis 

rupting his dispositions as much as possible . Again , this re

quires an estimate within an estimate , an estimate which consid

ers what the enemy may and vlill probably do to gain early infor

mation as to your movements , inflict damage on you 9rfor to the 

main engagement; what you are going to do to deny the enemy in

formation while gaining information of the enemy , ho\1 you are 

going to i nflict danage on llim prior to the action if such is 

your plan . 

This estimate results in the formation of cruising disposi 

tions , offensive and defensive screens . It l1as also been found 

advantageous in large and complex formations to arrange for an 

intermediate step between the cruising and deployment d isposi 

tion , known as the approach disposition . This dlsposition is 

used once the enemy has been located and before actual deployment 

for battle; to give more time to the outlying forces to get on 

station. However , a fleet should be able to pass from its cruis

ing formation into its action stations withuut going through the 

approach disposition in case of necessity , as might be the case 

in a surprise contact . 

All of this may seem very complex; yet sounc1 decisions can 

oniy be arrived at a fter sound and logical reasoning . The Esti 

mate .of the Situation is a guide to reaching sound decisions. 
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Not all steps apply to every situation , nor are all steps complete

ly covered in the Est inn te . Yet by following the idea of the 

Estir.1a te a. reasonably souncl decision may be expected. 

:Sach problem at the College will be different as each prob

lem in battle is different . Each student stands on his ovm feet 

as each commander must stand. on his own feet . Nev1 ideas , if 

sound , are v,elcorned ; the t/ar College encourages initiative and 

here we can test ideas which we have hr,d in the back of our minds 

for years . If they fail to develop as we had hoped , at least 

we have had our mind satisfied on the subject . And sometimes , 

real advances in tactics result from the tests at the College . 

Coming back to the purpose of this informal talk , the Tac

tical Estimate , remember , it is an a cti.2£ e stirnn te ; your plan 

mus t denote action , it must inspire your subordinates with your 

will , it must give them their roles . As a measure of its com

pleteness , :place yourself in the position of a subordinate and 

see if you vrould lmow what to do if you ?B,d rec et ved such an order . 

At Trafalgar , just be;ore action was to begin , Nelson rras 

signalling bis fleet on a matter of no particular i mpor tance; 

Collingwood , second in c mnr1and, remarked to a co:r.ipanion , that he 

wished Nelson would stop signalling , that everyone knew what they 

had to do . That is the ideal to\7ards which ue should strive ; 

vthen \"le go into action , everyone should knovr what to do . A well 

thought out battle plan will materially contribute to that end . 

Hence the importance of the Tactical Estinnte • 


